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Abstract. In the present paper, a new augmented reality environment
that is based on an optical communication system is described. Optical
communication devices have been used in several studies on ubiquitous
computing. A novel physical structure of an optical communication sys-
tem that enables the user to select the optical signal by simply pointing
its transmitter with his/her finger is developed. In such an environment,
the optical transmitter can be treated as a visual tag, referred to as a
GhostTag, that includes continuous data, such as audio files. In addi-
tion, the PointSpeech application, which provides the user with audio
assistant data via GhostTag, is presented herein.

1 Introduction

In the present paper, a new augmented reality environment, which enables the
attachment of continuous data to real-world objects as an annotation, is pre-
sented. In some studies, RF tags or visual tags are used to attach small amounts
of data to real-world objects[1,2,3]. The annotations are stored in the tags as a
visual pattern on paper or as digital data in small circuits. The user must be close
to the tag and readout the annotations. In the present system, the annotation is
placed within the visual angle of the real-world object (Fig.1). The visual angle
within which an annotation is placed is referred to as the GhostTag, and the
user reads out the annotation by a pointing behavior, referred to as TeleClick.

This visual-angle-based annotation system is similar to a GUI system, in which
the GhostTag corresponds to an icon, and the index finger corresponds to the
cursor. TeleClick, in which the user overrup his/her index finger on the visual
angle of object(Fig.1, Fig.3) is the method used to select an annotation.

2 GhostTag

GhostTag is essentially the visual angle around a tag. GhostTag can be generated
by a simple combination of a transmitter, photo-detector and an image sensor.
Figure 2 shows the system used to generate and read GhostTags.

An optical transmitter(tag), which transmits optical signal, is attached to a
real-world object. When an image sensor observes the this transmitter, a pho-
todetector, which is directed toward the surface of the image sensor, detects the
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Fig. 1. GhostTag: continuous data placed within in the visual angle, TeleClick: selec-
tion method of GhostTag

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the GhostTag setup

optical signal reflected by the surface of the image sensor. The optical signal is a
cone-shaped and is symmetric about an axis formed by a line running from the
center of the image sensor to the center of the light emitter. The cross section of
this cone is GhostTag. The center of GhostTag is a light emitter on the tag, and
the size of GhostTag is determined by the distance between the image sensor
and cross section dr. The visual angle of GhostTag, θr, is determined primarily
by dr.

Generally, optical communication systems that use transmitters and receivers
have time-domain resolution, rather than spatial resolution. Owing to its simple
structure, in which the photodetector is directed toward the image sensor and
senses the signal reflected from the surface of the image sensor, the proposed
system has both time-domain and spatial resolutions.
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Fig. 3. Diagram of TeleClick operation

3 PointSpeech

PointSpeech is an application system that provides audio assistance to the user.
The user obtains sound data from GhostTag by TeleClicking. In the following,
the method used to detect a TeleClick by the user and read out the contents
of the TeleClicked GhostTag is described. The optical transmitter, attached to
real world object as a tag, has two LEDs: one for transmitting data signals (Q)
and another for transmitting inverted data signals (Q̄) (Fig. 3). When a receiver
receives both these signals, it outputs a flat signal (data signal is eliminated).
When a user blocks an inverted signal by TeleClicking as described above, the
data signal can be observed by the receiver. In PointSpeech system, Pulse Width
Modulation(PWM) is used to translate auditory data.

3.1 RealEyeCommunicator/VisionCommunicator

Receiver of PointSpeech system is implemented through RealEyeCommunica-
tor(REC)/VisionCommunicator(VC), a receiver part(image sensor and photode-
tector) of GhostTag generator. VC includes a cell phone CCD as the image
sensor , and the other receiver uses the eye of the user as the image sensor.
By implementing through REC/VC system, PointSpeech does not require im-
age processing to select and readout the data from GhostTag, althogh it is a
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Fig. 4. A view of VisionCommunicator/RealEyeCommunicator

Fig. 5. A transmitter of VC/REC

vision-based pointing system. This enables the use of high-speed signals as an
annotation, and helps to employ numerous optical systems, including the eye of
the user as an image sensor.

4 System Implementation

PointSpeech was implemented in the proposed optical system. Audio data is
broadcast from transmitters, and the user selects the transmitted signals by
pointing at the transmitter. Two types of receivers, REC and VC are used.

5 Experiments

In this section, the visual angle of GhostTag and its pointing time are described
through experiments. In the following subsections, an optical translator, for which
the LED distance is 6.0 cm, is used as a tag. The tag emits a digital optical signal,
the content of which is a sound generated by pulse width modulation (PWM).

Pulse width modulation is a popular digital modulation for conveying analog
information over communication channels. Pulse width modulation uses a rect-
angle wave that is pulse width modulated such that the average value is equal to
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the source signal. By the principle of PWM, the following characteristics can be
lead. The user can retrieve same sound weather which LED to be TeleClicked.
In the following section, the visual angle of the GhostTag and the time required
to TeleClick are obtained for several cases.

5.1 Visual Angle Required for Read out

The visual angle of GhostTag required in order for VisionCommunicator or
RealEyeCommunicator to be used as a receiver is shown.

VisionCommunicator. The following experiment shows the visual angle of
GhostTag when VisionCommunicator is used. The experiment is performed when
dr = 0.4m and a cursor of 16×10−3 m in diameter is used, and both the distance
d and the position of the cursor are manipulated (Fig.6).

In this experiment, the integrated cell-phone camera (Fig. 4) with a resolution
of 160 × 120 is integrated into the system. The experimental value is shown in
Figure 11, and its view is shown in Fig. 7.

Before the cursor touches the optical signal, the voltage output by the receiver
is flat. When the signal appears, that cursor position is left (right) edge of the
GhostTag. The horizontal length of GhostTag is measured by this method.

Fig. 6. Experimental setup

Fig. 7. Left and right edges of GhostTag
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Fig. 8. Examples of output signals: clicked signal (left) and normal signal (right)

Figure 8 shows the normal and ”clicked” signals.
Based on these experimental results, VisionCommunicator has sufficient spa-

tial resolution to detect a TeleClick performed by the index finger of the user.

RealEyeCommunicator. Next, an experiment using the RealEyeCommuni-
cator (REC) as a receiver. The REC uses the human eye as its image sensor.
A glass-like interface is constructed and a photo-diode is attached near the eye
of the user to receive a reflected optical signal from the eye (Fig. 4). Then, a
ruler is placed behind the transmitter, and the position of the cursor is measured
(Fig. 9). A graph of the position and the received signals when d =1.5m and
dr =0.4m is shown in Fig. 10. Both edges (W8 and E6) have a flat signal, and
enough signal (≥ 0.005V) to make sounds appeares from W7 to E4. The code

Fig. 9. A view of VisionCommunicator/RealEyeCommunicator
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Fig. 10. A view of VisionCommunicator/RealEyeCommunicator

of W7 or E4, means 8.0 × 10−2m left(or 6.0 × 10−2m right) of the center. The
visual angle of GhostTag(θr) can be calculated to

θr = arctan
7

150
+ arctan

4
150

− arctan
0.8
40

= 3.1◦ (1)

when d = 150cm. The last part of this equation, arctan
0.8
40

is the visual angle of
index finger. The visual angles in case of d=2.0, 2.5m is presented in Fig.11. The
visual angles for d =2.0m and 2.5m are shown in the following figure (Fig. 11)

5.2 Time Required for Pointing and TeleClicking

The movement of TeleClicking, overupping his/her fingertip on a target in view,
is similar to natural pointing. To evaluate this novel movement, an experiment
is conducted to compare the pointing time of TeleClick to the times for the
other pointing methods. Five subjects participated in this experiment. A black
circle is displayed on the screen, and the subjects are instructed to point to
or TeleClicked the targets as quickly as possible(Fig. 12).The distance between
the screen and the subject is 2.5m, and the diameter of the target is 0.6 ×
10−2m (visual angle: 2.5◦). The experiments were carried out as follows: natural
pointing, TeleClicking with natural view, TeleClicking with cell phone camera
view, and laser pointing (Fig. 12) for five subjects. As shown in Fig. 12, the
pointing times for natural pointing, natural TeleClicking, and laser pointing are
similar, but the pointing time for the cell phone system is approximately double
compared to the other pointing methods. One reason of delay is the low refresh
rate of the cell-phone CCD.
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Fig. 11. Visual angles of GhostTag of VC and REC

Fig. 12. Experimental view and results

6 Previous Work

Pierce present a interaction techniques called ”Stickey Finger”, overlapping user’s
index finger to the object in head-tracked immersive virtual world[4]. In this
work, some other interaction techniques, Head Crasher, Framing, Lifting Palm,
using 1st person view, are presented. Interactive Sight and TeleClick, which us-
ing user’s viewfield, is presented in the authors previous work[5,6]. These system
includes a receiver of Real Eye Communicator, but transmitter is not developed.
A interaction method to optical signal with TeleClick behavior, has been devel-
oped in this paper. Ayatsuka presents finger point interaction with visual code,
overlapping index finger on the code, in their paper[3].

In some studies, laser pointer, or narrow angle LED were mounted to user’s
index finger, to detect the target of natural pointing[7,8,9], and evaluating its
pointing(motion) time. The pointing time of hand-held laser pointer is reported
in several papers[10,11].
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7 Conclusions

In the present paper, a real-world streaming data translator, that allows con-
tinuous data to be placed in a small visual angle to a real-world object, called
PointSpeech, were developed. PointSpeech is based on a cell phone camera (Vi-
sionCommunicator) or the human eye (RealEyeCommunicator) with an added
optical communication system, which receives optical signals from real-world
tags. These optical signals, modulated in both temporal and spatial domains,
appear its data part by detecting user’s contact. The combination of transmitters
and a receiver has sufficient ability to resolute user’s contact with his/her index
finger, this system can be used as a real-world pointing device, even though it is
a data translator. The experimental results indicate that these systems, vision
communicator and real eye communicaotr, have very similar characteristics with
respect to resolution, data translation ability, and pointing ability. However, the
systems differ in their practical applications. The pointing times for these sys-
tems are measured and compared to other pointing methods such as natural
pointing and laser pointing methods. The results for the eye system are similar
to those for the natural pointing and laser pointing methods. However, the time
required by the cell phone system is double that of the other methods. In the
present paper, a novel optical system that has both the ability to translate audio
signals and the ability to distinguish a transmitter which visual angle is 2.8◦ is
presented. These abilities allow the system to be used as a pointing device, and
enables to realize PointSpeech system, to attach sound data on the image field
of the user.
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